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An Interview with Charles Marowitz 

Conducted by Terri Phillips

Where were you born?

New York City, the Lower East Side. 

What were you like as a teenager?

Repressed and Comedic in equal measure.

What was the first theatre production you ever saw?

A burlesque show in Atlantic City, New Jersey. All the strippers wore pasties. As a backward 
adolescent I thought all girls grew tassles on their tits.
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What took you to London?

The G.I. Bill, to study at the London Academy of Music & Dramatic Arts. When I was tossed 
out of there, I started the first Method Workshop in the UK and began teaching limeys how to 
mutter, look neurotic and scratch their balls.

Where did you learn the Method?

Basically from reading the collected works of Konstantin Stanislavsky, but more practically from 
my stint with the American Mime Theatre, which was then run by Paul Curtis, a talented mime 
and an inspiring exponent of The Method. Which may seem odd in the work of a mime who
never used language. But it was a fascinating mixture of Strasberg, Stanislavskty and Etienne 
Decroux, the great French mime who inspired Marcel Marceau, you can catch him in the mime-
sequences of the French film "Les Enfants du Paradis" with Jean-Louis Barrault. A film that caat
a powerful spell over the teen-aged youth I was then.

Were you involved in the Theatre scene in NYC before you left for London?

At 16, I started my own theatre-group called The Downtown Players. We had talked our way 
into allowing the directors of the Labor Temple on l4th Street (a union hall) to allow us to use 
their platform stage and it was there we played Marlowe and Chekhov. Although only in my 
teens, I was directing much older, experienced actors. The Yiddish word for this is 'chutzpah'. It 
could also be labeled 'unconscionable pretentiousness'.

How did you meet Peter Brook?

I had started working with Peter Brook as the Assistant Director on the Paul Scofield "King
Lear" directed by Brook at the RSC in Stratford. This was the period when Peter, bored with 
traditional West End commercial work, was curious about improvisation and the theories of 
Antonin Artaud. I was already deeply involved in both those areas and Peter asked me to become 
co-director of the Royal Shakespeare Experimental Group which was nicknamed (after Artaud's 
book) The Theatre of Cruelty. It was a fascinating experience putting Artaud’s metaphysical 
ideas into practice using twelve traditionally-trained British actors (including Glenda Jackson). 
Everyone received only twelve pounds as week. For many outsiders, this was thought to be the 
reason for calling it 'theatre of cruelty.'

Did you have a manifesto for this theatre?

Peter and I collaborated on a manifesto. It was as Olympian and preposterous as all 'manifestos' 
are, and years afterward, we both had a good giggle over it. All manifestos, before work is 
actually commenced, are examples of esthetic bullshit.

Where you influenced by the Happenings Movement of the 60's?

Very much. So much so, we—Ken Dewey Allan Kaprow and myself—presented the very first
Happening in England. It took place at an international theatre conference in Edinburgh. It  
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involved taped re-plays of some of the more fatuous lectures that had taken place during 
previous sessions plus music, sounds, fake rhetoric and a stationary nude rolled in on a  trolley. It 
outraged all the actors and academics who were in the audience and thought to be a bad joke. Six 
months later, artists, actors and designers were mounting 'Happenings’ throughout London. It
was the craziest and happiest period of my life.

Who would you say are the forefathers of Performance Art?

F.T. Marinetti, Tristan Tzara, John Cage, Alfred Jarry, all the Dadaists; anyone who consciously 
transcended standardized theatrical forms and combined sight, sound, action in unexpected 
locales.

What can performance art do that conventional theatre does not?

It can send messages to the irrational mind which we all possess but which, in normal states of 
consciousness, are constantly bombarded with verbal clichés, jargon and trivia.

How has Film influenced your theatre work?

Only in so much as it constantly demonstrates that there is nothing that communicates insights 
more efficiently than live theatre. But there are some films which stray off the beaten track and 
as, as it were, open the Third Eye.

For instance?

Cocteau’s “Orpheus” and “Beauty and the Beast”, Luis Bunuel’s “L’Age d’Or” and “Un Chien 
Andalou.”

What are you currently working on?

A couple of seasons back, I premiered a play of mine titled SILENT PARTNERS in Washington 
D.C. It was based on Eric Bentley's "The Brecht Memoir" and it described the peculiar 
relationship Bentley had with Bertolt Brecht for some fifteen years. It did well in DC and 
was recently given its British premiere in Bolton, England (Bentley's hometown). It never 
entirely satisfied me add I've recently done a rewrite which I think removes some of the air-
pockets. I'm eager to get that on in Los Angeles and working with a Malibuite to raise the 
money. Until I see the revised version on stage, it feels incomplete to me, so I am eager to get it 
out of my system.

As a Director, what advice would you give to would-be performers just entering the 
profession?

Theatre is a mug's game. It's full of pot-holes and quicksand-pits. You can kill years waiting 
for agents or producers to return your calls; to select you out of the great crowd of the 
unemployed and the unemployable. The wisest thing to do is create your own outlet for your
own work, whether it's in a garret or a cellar or a bar-room. Bring together like-minded people 
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and create your own theatre, no matter how humble or small-scale. If you have any talent, you 
have to hone it yourself. If you just wait 'to be discovered', you'll turn around and find—to 
mix metaphors—you've missed the boat. In the theatre, chutzpah is more valuable than just 
tenacity. If you have both, you're really blessed.

Why did you write "The Sounds of Music: Early Recording Artists"?

I’ve been hooked on early American songs since I was a kid, mainly from the turn of the century 
right through the Twenties and have a record collection of scratchy 78s that contains about l500 
items. It’s a great relaxation from theatre-work and provides a ‘high’ which nothing else can 
match. When things get really hairy, I always turn to the phonograph and the scratchy ‘78s and 
harmony is restored.


